W O R K S H O P S
Workshop Friday 8pm Budapest (6th Fl)

TATYANA SIBIRSKAYA
God’s Love Heals Everybody
Tatyana Sibirskaya is a famous clairvoyant
and a faith healer. She came to America
sixteen years ago. She was born psychic.
The unusual power of Tatyana’s prayer has revealed
itself since her early childhood. At thirty five Tatyana
got the ability to see the organs of a human body and
their problems. Through her prayer she reconnects
people with the healing power of the Light of Cosmic
Love thus helping them to get rid of many diseases
including those still considered incurable.

Workshop Saturday 1pm London (6th Fl)

RON AMITRON
& NATHAN ROSENBLUM
E.T. Races And Their Agendas
Unveiled!

Workshop Saturday 12pm Globetrotter (Lower Level)

MAS SAJADY
Soul vs Spirit

W O R K S H O P S
FREE Workshop Sunday 1pm Madison (18th Fl)

Workshop Sunday 2pm Rm “C” (2nd Fl)

CHRIS MACKLIN

RON AMITRON
& HALCYON ISAAC

Ancient and Sacred Divine
Knowledge

Meet Mas Sajady: Through two near death experiences Mas
was gifted with extraordinarily potent healing abilities to reprogram your life blueprint at core levels for rapid life transformations beyond anything you’ve experienced. Extraordinary Abilities: At the risk of being accused of ‘Playing God’, Mas bypasses conventional protocols with his abilities to get to the real cause of why your life
is the way it is especially for long standing issues. He ‘edits’ your blueprint at the
core frequency level for effortless transformations in all areas of life - physical,
financial, spiritual, relationships, and more - with rapid, tangible and documented
results.Spiritual Truth: During profound 3am meditations after his second near
death experience, Mas was downloaded with volumes of advanced Exponential
Intelligence. With direct guidance from Pure Source, Mas acquired the understanding to accept the responsibility of awakening the world with the power of
Truth. Through his two near death experiences, Mas was downloaded with the
knowledge of Soul, Spirit, Form, Essence and beyond... that he will share with you
in this session: What is Soul?, What is Spirit?, Their relationship to Body and
Mind, Their ‘job descriptions’ in your life and reincarnation, Their purpose in the
higher realm. Their impact at the Frequency Level. A Medi-Healing will be included to help you integrate the soulful truth with your body and spirit.

Renowned British healer Christopher Macklin explains what’s really going on in this
third dimensional world, why everyone is being energetically manipulated, and offers tools to remove these
manipulations. Learn how this control matrix began with
the Roman Empire, and evolved into the Illuminati; why
abductions by the Zeta (greys) are happening; what
Chemtrails are and their purpose; and how Terahertz frequencies are used to trigger bio-nano technology, which
creates Morgellon’s disease, our transcendence to the
5th dimension.

Workshop Saturday 7pm Budapest (6th Fl)

Workshop Sunday 3pm Rm “A” (1st Fl)

FREE

Navigating The Timeline Matrix
We Live In.
Unlock Your Potential!
Join Myth Breaker Ron Amitron, Spiritual
Teacher/Master Healer & Halcyon Isaac,
Timeline Specialist. Get clarity on the interactions between your Past, Present,
Future and Parallel Lives! The shocking truth is Aliens manipulate our Timelines. They use invisible cloaking tactics to hide the mind-blowing truth,
Aliens have linked the entire human race to Clone Replicas with Artificial Intelligence existing within 1000’s of fabricated Timelines. Learn how to clear, protect and empower yourself! Gain insight on how Timelines are affecting you
and holding you prisoner. Learn how to get off Timelines. How to perfect your
Timeline Hologram Crashing and much more. Experience the power of Magnetic Body Clearings when you’re Timeline Crashing. Regain your freedom!
Understand the connection between Timelines and artificial intelligence
Cloned Human Replicas. Experience the removal of Invisible Alien Technology
which has been attached to people. NOTE: Bring drinking water to be infused
with Living Light Energy!

Workshop Sunday 5pm Budapest (6th Fl)

DR. ROBERT YOUNG

DAVID YOUNG

Regaining Your Inner Terrain

GEOZUWA

Experience The Masters

Eliminate All Of Your Negative
Karma Now!

Dr. Rosenblum reveals Incredible
details about Extraterrestrial Hierarchies, Interplanetary and Interdimensional groups. This includes
E.T.’s from Sirus, the Pleiades, Zeta Reticuli, Thuban, Orion and other
systems. Discover what groups have been active in different parts of
the world from ancient times to present. Surprising details about
interactions between specific E.T. civilizations and governments,
secret societies and religious organizations! Ron exposes shocking
facts on Alien involvement with humans, along with performing lifechanging Creation Lightship healings for attendees. Receive key
information on Alien’s use of: Stargates, Portals, Vortexes, Mind
Control, Abductions, Implants and more. Discover invisible Alien
Technology which directly interfaces with our mind, body and dream
world! Hear the truly mind-blowing news concerning Cloned Human
Replicas programmed with Artificial Intelligence!

Introducing alkalizing, nutrient-dense, electron-rich
foods and greater amounts of water, can correct
imbalances and restore optimal health and wellness.
The Young’s research documents the power of natural, plant and mineral-based nutrients, when optimally combined, and each “energized” to reflect its origin from the
sun. A nutritional program for maintaining a healthy acid-alkaline
balance requires the intake of superior nutrients provided by eating
organic grasses, vegetables, herbs, and minerals. Alkalizing foods
such as green leafy vegetables, cucumbers, sprouts, radishes, avocados, lemons, etc. provide more electrically charged, tiny particles
of ‘captured sunlight’. Such foods more closely match the energetic
level of our body’s cells. By bathing the cells in alkalizing nutrients
you illuminate and energize the whole body and regain you Inner
Terrain.Dr. Robert O. Young, PhD, a microbiologist and biochemist,
has been widely recognized as one of the top research scientists in
the world.

EVERYONE WILL HAVE AN EXPERIENCE - through
visions of the Ascended Masters, having a past life
experience, an out-of-body travel or meeting with
loved ones already in Heaven. David Young is a
twice Grammy Nominated musician who plays two renaissance
flutes at one time in harmony. He has recorded 57 albums and
sold over 1,000,000 copies. He is a healer, a channel, an artist and
a writer of three books. It is said that more people have had outof-body experiences while listening to his music than any other
musician alive today. ?Whether people have just begun meditating or practiced meditation for thirty years, attendees consistently say they’ve had the most profound, spiritual experience of their
entire lifes. The workshop will contain David’s higher dimensional
flute playing and Guided Journeys. Do sign up and have a spiritual experience beyond your imagination.”

Workshop Saturday 7pm Rm “D” (2nd Fl)

Workshop Sunday 1pm London (6th Fl)

Workshop Sunday 5pm Rm “A” (1st Fl)

You will be guided to the deepest states of
hypnosis with powerful, proven, and effective
healing suggestions, to discover where, and how, you are
being affected by Karma. You will be guided to release all of
your negative Karma on every level of your being, allowing
you to powerfully heal! You will forgive all of any transgressions, including yourself! Then you will separate your mind
from your body and be guided to the higher states of awareness to realize true forgiveness from Source! You will experience being freed from all Karmic debt! You will go even
higher to bathe your Soul in the beautiful Pure Love White
Light Energy of the Source of All Creation! You will be
amazed and absolutely Love the way you feel afterwards!
Workshop Sunday 5pm Rm “C” (2nd Fl)

KAT JAMES

STARR FUENTES

ANTOINE CHEVALIER

STACIE BREEZE

Audience Health Issue-Directed
Game-Plan

Healing the Ladder

Holographic Medium:
From A Light Worker To A Light Portal

Your Own Personal Crystal Ball

Total Transformation: The True “Extreme
Makeover” for Your Health, Your Looks, and
Your Life. Twenty-five years ago, award-winning author Kat
James saved herself-and has since helped free countless
others-from multiple digestive, autoimmune, metabolic,
emotional, addictive, skin, and weight disorders after doctors gave up. Today, we see a tidal wave of scientific
research in support of her once-controversial methods. calibration, and doctor-verified outcomes in successfully harnessing the incredible power of the master hormone, leptin.
Unlock the key to your own extreme natural makeover-without surgery or suffering-with the woman Self calls “”a master of self-transformation.
516-897-0900

Some patients and clients suffer disease because
of an ancient curse placed on their DNA generations ago by a practitioner of black magic. This can
go unknown for decades and can create chaos and
uncertainty in the lives of those affected. Learn how to identify
when such energy is involved and how to remove and correct
it.After decades of study with shamans, healers, Curenderos and
Masters, Starr Fuentes has dedicated her life to helping others
with the full unfolding of their purposes, paths and destinies. A
master healer, spiritual teacher and intuitive Starr teaches more
than 400 subjects, and has guided countless individuals down the
path of healing, self- awareness and truth. She combines the use
of modern psychological tools with ancient healing and shamanistic traditions. Starr has published 8 books and won the ‘Best
Health & Healing Book’ from the Coalition of Visionary Resources
for her 2008 release ‘Healing with Energy’.
www.NewLifeExpo.com

Antoine Chevalier is the living proof that we do live in
a Holographic Universe. Due to his unusual level of
spiritual evolution and self realization, he is able, in
front of you, to make his face disappear, and instead, you will be able
to See and talk to your spirit guides or departed loved ones. He will
show and teach on how you, as a light worker, can also become a
Light Portal / Holographic Medium, and be of better service to others
in love, light, and wisdom. He will share with you a unique combination of the traditional Hara meditation with the Merkaba, allowing
your awareness to plug in the universal life force within and around
you. This technique is a very effective and efficient approach to deidentify yourself from the ego and become quickly self - realized, recognizing that your spiritual presence is who you really are, not the
pain body-mind, fear based entity within, generally called the Ego.

www.NewLifeExpo.com

Learn the various types, what they can help you with,
and daily tools to help you create an extraordinary
Life!!! Harness the ability to recognize coincidence
when spirit is trying to connect with you.. The roles of
our spirit guides and what we can expect of them and
how to specifically communicate with them. Stacie will give you tips and
daily tools to work with your guides to live the life you came to Live!!!
Wish you had your own crystal ball & answers from the other side? No
Need! Come Join Premier Psychic Medium, Stacie Breeze and her infamous humorous yet keenly accurate crew! Grab your ticket , a friend or
two and your questions and photos and join us for an Amazing Workshop! Stacie is known for her high-energy,humor and fascinating messgaes & explanation of what truly goes on on the other side... As well as
what your unseen helpers are feverishly trying to tell you! Stacie will be
answering individual questions as well as channeling and providing messages and healings for the entire audience! This is a action-packed
workshop you can’t afford to miss! Get your tickets early!!
516-897-0900

